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What were the elements of strength which sustained the
Empire in its saecular effort? They may be briefly sum-
marized. Perhaps the factor which deserves pride of place
is the conviction that the Empire was willed by God and
protected by Him and by His Anointed. It is this convic-
tion which in large measure explains the traditionalism, the
extreme conservatism of East Rome: why innovate if your
State is founded on Heaven's favour? The ruler may be
dethroned, but not the polity; that would have been akin
to apostasy. Autocracy remained unchallenged. And, with
God's approval secure, the Byzantine Sovereign and the
Byzantine State were both Defenders of the Faith. To
the Byzantine the Crusades came far earlier than they did to
the West, for whether the war was waged with Persia or later
with the Arabs, the foes were alike unbelievers, while the
standard which was borne at the head of the East Roman
forces was a Christian icon—at times one of those sacred
pictures which had not been painted by any human hand.
The Byzantine was fighting the battles of the Lord of Hosts
and could rely upon supernatural aid. The psychological
potency of such a conviction as^this the modern student must
seek imaginatively to comprehend—and that is not easy.
And the concentration of all authority in the hands of the
Vicegerent of God was in itself a great source of strength.
On the ruins of the Roman Empire in western Europe
many States had been created: in the East the single State
had been preserved and with it the inheritance from an earlier
Rome, the single law. In the West men's lives were lived
under many legal systems—tribal law, local law, manorial
law—and the law of the central State fought a continuing
battle for recognition: in the East one law and one law alone
prevailed, and that Roman law emanated from a single
source, the Emperor; even the decisions of the Councils of
the Church needed for their validity the approval of the
Sovereign. The precedents established by Constantine were
upheld by his successors, and under the Iconoclasts the
challenge to imperial authority raised by the monks demand-
ing a greater freedom for the Church was unavailing. The
Patriarch of Constantinople lived in the shadow of the
imperial palace: within the Byzantine Empire there was no

